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ABSTRACT

Context. Radio relics in galaxy clusters are known to be good laboratories for verification of the applicability of the diffusive shock 
acceleration (DSA) model in its canonical version. The need for such verification stems from the inconsistencies in the shock proper
ties resulting from radio observations compared to X-ray observations.
Aims. In this article we aim to explore how the presence of a second shock in the vicinity of a relic modifies the spectrum of acceler
ated electrons and decipher which of the involved parameters can have a significant impact on their shape.
Methods. We analytically studied DSA of cosmic rays in two stationary shocks aiming to investigate the change of the distribution 
function. The latter eventually leads to spectrum slope deviations visible in different observations and simulations that do not appear 
to be explained by the case wherein cosmic rays interact with a single shock wave.
Results. We obtain a complex distribution function f  (x, p) depending on many parameters (distance between two shocks, compres
sion ratios, spatial diffusion coefficients, injection value, etc.). This function reveals modifications that occur because of the coupled 
acceleration in both shocks. Apparently, deviations in the particle spectrum from the pure power law depend on a few parameters 
such as Q1/Q2, k 1 / k 2 , r1 / r2, and L. Although we do not verify this idea by taking a particular cluster as an example, we demonstrate a 
potential cause of spectral disturbances in radio relics. In general terms, our findings appear to correlate with results from the literature 
when the distance between the shocks is of the order of the width of a radio relic and k 1 / k 2 k  3.
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1. Introduction

According to the large-scale structure (LSS) formation 
paradigm, the evolution of galaxy clusters is a hierarchical pro
cess consisting of continuous mergers and accretion of smaller 
systems. Both acts of merging and accretion are accompanied 
by the appearance of shock waves. In the case of galaxy clus
ters, these are shocks moving at nonrelativistic velocities. When 
shocks are moving, their huge kinetic energy is distributed into 
different channels (e.g., Vazza et al. 2009). Although the main 
role of shocks is to heat plasma in intra-cluster medium (ICM), 
clusters are also energy reservoirs for a number of other nonther- 
mal phenomena leading on the one hand to particle acceleration 
and on the other to amplification of magnetic fields and magne- 
tohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence generation.

Our main astrophysical motivation is to explain the whole 
variety of nonthermal and thermal processes occurring at dif
ferent spatial scales of clusters in both central regions, where 
the interaction of active galactic nuclei (AGNs) with the clus
ter medium is of primary importance, and other places, particu
larly at the periphery, with conditions favoring multi-frequency 
emissions.

Nonthermal radiation observed from galaxy clusters, which 
results from the interaction of nonthermal relativistic particles, 
that is, cosmic rays (CRs), with the other components of the 
cosmic plasma of the ICM, has built-in characteristic features 
that are specific to a given acceleration mechanism. The diffu
sive synchrotron radiation that we observe in clusters is a man
ifestation of the diffusive Fermi-type acceleration regime, as in

the vast majority of nonthermal radiation emitted by different 
astrophysical sources. Thus, this is the basic motif of astro- 
physical nature, which also indicates galaxy clusters as relevant 
objects with which to test the Fermi acceleration mechanism of 
the first order. Features of the nonthermal diffusion emission 
produced in the ICM, in particular its deviation from a sim
ple, so-called universal power-law spectrum, provides the basis 
for verification of the DSA model in this environment. In light 
of recent observations, radio relics are particularly good can
didates for such verification procedures (e.g., van Weeren et al. 
2019; Bruggen & Vazza 2020; Bykov e tal. 2019). However, a 
multi-messenger approach used to study relics in both the radio 
and X-ray domains shows significant discrepancies, especially 
in estimations of shock-wave characteristics (Ogrean et al. 2013; 
van Weeren et al. 2016).

Diffusive radio emission of cluster relics occurring typi
cally on the edges of the clusters of galaxies is associated, 
because of the lack of an obvious optical counterpart, with 
the ICM environment and indicates the presence of relativis- 
tic electrons with y  «  104 which are being accelerated within 
the hot T ~ 5 -10keV  (where T is temperature) and magnetized 
~ juG plasma. On the other hand, there is a statistical correla
tion between the global features of relics, including X-ray and 
radio brightness, and the dynamic state of the cluster (see, e.g. 
EnBlin & Bruggen 2002; Golovich et al. 2016, 2017, 2019a,b). 
And vice versa: only in dynamically disturbed clusters (cur
rent shock waves) can one observe the diffuse radio emission 
in the form of a relic (van Weeren et al. 2019). Therefore, par
ticularly for radio relics, where there is no controversy as to the
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relationship between the existence of a shock wave and a radio 
signal, reasonable verification or clarification of the DSA accel
eration model can be afforded.

In practice, our aim is to obtain a consistent interpretation 
of the shock-wave features, which is usually identified with 
a merger shock, seen in observations in both the radio and 
X-ray domains. A good, dimensionless parameter characteriz
ing the power of a particular shock is the sonic Mach num
ber M  = rW rW nd. In the linear version of the DSA model, 
this number entirely determines the form of the spectrum of 
accelerated particles. Therefore, in a first approximation, the 
agreement obtained between two independent Mach numbers, 
that is, the number resulting from X-ray observations and that 
resulting from the radio spectrum, should be sufficient confir
mation of the proper description of the diffusive radio emis
sion of the relic by the DSA model (Finoguenov et al. 2010; 
Akamatsu et al. 2012; Sarazinetal. 2016). However, the com
parison of relativistic electron features seen through the radio 
observations with the X-ray shock diagnostics implied by ther
mal plasma fraction reveals many discrepancies in the estimated 
shock characteristics.

The list of the most common incompatibilities is summarized 
by the following problems:

-  The Mach numbers resulting from the X-ray emission often 
disagree with (are smaller than) those resulting from the 
radio spectral index (Stroe et al. 2014a,b ; van Weeren et al. 
2016; Hoang e ta l. 2017; Akamatsu et al. 2017; H ae ta l. 
2018).

-  The relics radio spectrum often reveals deviations from the 
power-law spectrum (Trasatti et al. 2015; Stroe e ta l. 2016; 
M alueta l. 2016; Kierdorf et al. 2017; Rajpurohit et al. 
2020) .

-  Sometimes one can see a spatial offset in the locations of 
X-ray and radio shocks (Ogrean et al. 2013).

-  There is a lack of consistency between the deduced Mach 
number and the observed suitable electron acceleration effi
ciency (Kang & Ryu 2013; B otteonetal. 2020; Lee etal. 
2020) .

In the literature, there has been a wide spectrum of ideas put 
forward to explain these inconsistencies. Most of the concepts 
explaining the problem of the above discrepancies require the 
presence of a residual electron population re-accelerated via 
DSA or refer to consideration of significant shock turbulence or 
the involvement of adiabatic compression of plasma lobes from 
old radio sources. Unfortunately, even these varied approaches 
do not comprehensively solve all the problems listed above.

In this article, we refer to the idea put forward by 
Siemieniec-Ozieblo & Golda (2016), according to which the 
phenomenon of radio relics could be the result of the simulta
neous presence of two shock waves with different Mach num
bers; one being a forward merger shock approaching the other, 
the two with definitively different characteristics, for example, 
internal accretion shock or inflow shock. We expect that within 
such a scenario, the DSA acceleration process will be modified 
by the presence of this latter shock. In particular, the resulting 
morphology of radio emission, including the flattening or steep
ening of relic spectrum observed in certain cases, may be the 
property linked to the mutual influence of two shocks situated 
near to one another. Such a two-shock configuration has sel
dom been discussed in the literature. However, several papers 
have recently appeared that consider a two-shock scenario in 
the context of either magnetosphere or solar environment (e.g., 
H ietalaetal. 2011). Moreover, Stroe e tal. (2014b) show that a 
single power law does not accurately describe the spectrum of

different parts of radio relics in the Toothbrush and Sausage clus
ters. Stroe e ta l. (2016) suggest a broken power-law model to 
describe the spectral steepening around 2-2.5 GHz of each of the 
relics. We believe that the observations of 1RXS J0603.3+4214 
and CIZA J2242.8+5301 radio relics require theoretical evalua
tion also at much lower frequencies. At 200-300 MHz there is a 
clear concave, “saddle-like” feature which we describe here via 
our double-shock model.

Here, in galaxy clusters we consider the concept of such a 
“double” shock, that is, a strong outer accretion shock and a 
weak inner merger shock with cosmic rays (CRs) trapped in- 
between them. One might expect a higher level of turbulence in 
such inter-shock collapsing traps which could have different dif- 
fusivity and thus might explain the subtle features at the electron 
emission spectrum at 200-300 MHz visible in both observations 
and simulations.

We focus here on the parameters that may be of significant 
importance with respect to changes in the profile of the elec
tron spectrum. We describe the parameters, vary them, and try 
to explain the trend of the concave shape that appears in the 
spectrum of cosmic ray electrons (CRe) and is revealed in both 
observations and simulations of shock waves in galaxy clusters 
(e.g., Basu e ta l. 2016; Nakanotani et al. 2018). To do this we 
derive a new solution for the adequate electron transport equa
tion and analyze the influence of some of the most important 
dimensionless parameters on the shape of the spectrum. We also 
explicitly show that the fossil electrons swept away by the inner 
shock could be one of the causes of the occurrence of spectral 
shape distortions. We show in general that the CRe spectrum is 
very susceptible to dependence on certain parameters, contrary 
to what is expected in pure DSA.

Thus, the purpose of this paper is to show that a double-shock 
build up with one merger shock and an invisible accretion (virial) 
shock can change the so-called universal CR spectrum even in 
the linear regime of acceleration. The outline of the article is as 
follows: in Sect. 2 we present the mathematical model that we 
rely on to obtain the results which we describe and discuss in 
Sect. 3. The results section is followed by a summary.

2. Theoretical approach

Cosmic-ray acceleration in a system consisting of two relatively 
close shocks was recently analyzed in the literature, mainly in 
the context of interplanetary shocks (e.g., H ietalaetal. 2011). 
Both the empirical spectra of detected ions and the results of 
particle simulations showed that in the case of two shocks, the 
description of the acceleration process via DSA in terms only 
of a single shock does not reproduce the observed results. The 
spectral index of radio emission for a pair of close shocks turned 
out to be harder than that of a single shock.

In a recent paper, Nakanotani et al. (2018) discussed the 
results of a test-particle simulation describing particle acceler
ation in the presence of two shocks, which finally generated a 
bent spectrum of particles in the form of a double power law. 
Here, in the case of a radio relic we also examine the DSA pro
cess in a system including two shocks. In the current section we 
describe the theoretical model that we use in our calculations.

A merger shock wave propagating outward from the clus
ter is considered. The inflowing gas also offers an additional 
mechanism for shock formation within a galaxy cluster volume, 
which takes place both at the cluster border and within the whole 
volume of a galaxy cluster. Such an inflowing shock (hereafter 
referred to as an “accretion” shock) has a lifetime scale compa
rable to the Hubble time, while the lives of the merger shocks are
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Fig. 1. Schematic image of a one-dimensional double-shock system. 
The image shows the directions of two shock waves, the flow speeds, 
the position of a radio relic, and the three shock regions.

of the order of the cluster dynamical timescale. Accretion shock 
allows matter to be accreted along the filaments into the ICM. 
In the current paper we consider a system of two such shocks: 
an accretion shock sh1 and a merger shock sh2. As the accre
tion shock is formed due to the inflow of matter from outside 
the cluster, it is stronger than the merger shock, that is, its Mach 
number is larger than the merger shock Mach number (>4; ~2) 
(Hong et al. 2015). Compared to the merger shock, the accretion 
shock can be considered as stationary; moreover, in our consid
eration we treat both shocks as not moving with respect to each 
other, which means that the timescale of acceleration is less than 
the time needed for the merger shock to overlap the accretion 
shock. The position of the radio relic should roughly coincide 
with the merger shock. In our analysis we use the diffusion con
vection equation for three regions defined with respect to the 
positions of the two shocks (see Fig. 1): an absolute downstream 
region, an inter-shock region (between the two shocks), and an 
absolute upstream region.

In each of the shock-related regions, values of diffusion coef
ficients K i , flow velocity m , and particle distribution function 
f i(x , p) (i = 1 ,2 ,3  where indexes 1,2,3 correspond to the abso
lute upstream, inter-shock, and absolute downstream regions, 
respectively) are different. We consider the injection to be sta
tionary which makes the injection terms Q1 and Q2 constant.

As they spread towards the outskirts of the galaxy cluster, the 
presence of the shock waves leads to a decrease in the flow veloc
ity in the directions of the cluster center; hence u1 >  u2 >  u3 and 
x1 , x 2 denote the positions of the shocks; furthermore (as seen 
in Fig. 1), for simplicity we set x2 = 0. The above parameters 
are the main transport parameters of the system. Additionally, 
we consider compressions r1 = u1/ u2 and r2 = u2/u 3 which are 
ratios of flow velocities.

In our consideration, both merger and accretion shocks are 
infinite and planar. However, these meet different mechanisms 
of injection: for the outer accretion shock it is a supra-thermal 
seed accompanied by a marginally small number of fossil elec
trons that could be able to diffusively reach that shock, while 
for the inner merger shock the presence of mildly relativistic 
electrons is crucial. The fossil population is assumed, for sim
plicity, to consist of mono-energetic (not power-law) electrons 
injected by AGNs to the ICM, cooled, and then swept away 
by merger shocks. The injection mechanisms still require a bet
ter understanding and detailed description. Nevertheless, recent 
results from simulations of the collision-less shocks show that 
the fraction of injected particles is a function of many param

eters (e.g., Caprioli et al. 2018). Therefore, it is impossible to 
quantify the Qi values in general terms. In the following, we use 
the nondimensional parameter Q2 /Q 1 to represent the ratio of 
both injections. To estimate the range of the ratio of the injection 
amplitudes Q2 /Q 1, we roughly assume the proportionality rela
tion to the particle densities injected into the acceleration pro
cess, i.e., Q2 /Q 1 ^  ^ ,2 ^ ,1 where «e,2 changes from neth,2 in 
case of supra-thermal injection at the merger shock up to nerel,2 

for injection occurring in the lobe environment which could be 
placed there. Here, ne is the number density of injected elec
trons; neth are thermal electrons and nerel are relativistic. Due to 
the larger gas density at shock 2 and more efficient injection in 
the case of the compressed (e.g., radio galaxy) lobe, we expect 
that the difference between the number of particles injected into 
both shocks may become essential (see Sect. 3.1) for the accel
eration efficiency of this double-shock system.

Therefore, considering a rather simple model and focusing 
mainly on the role of injection in this dual-shock system, we con
sider the diffusion coefficients to be independent of the energy 
of the particles, but different in each of the regions: k  + K i(p). 
Otherwise, the results of a diffusion-based mechanism of accel
eration become dependent on the “momentum scale”. If the 
diffusion coefficient were to show a dependence on momentum 
(i.e., T(p)), one might expect the kind of “spectral breaking” 
feature. This could be produced because of the momentum 
dependence in later discussed, dimensionless parameter: shock 
distance/diffusion length(p). This shows that only particles with 
higher momenta than the “breaking” point value would be accel
erated in both shocks. To avoid the description of such a complex 
scenario we restrict ourselves to the above-described, unrealisti- 
cally simple form of diffusion coefficient.

In such a system of two relatively close shocks, particle dis
tribution is governed by a diffusion-convection equation. The CR 
transport equation for the space distribution function is as fol
lows:

df(x , p) d2f(x , p) 1 dui(x) dfi(x, p)
U (x)— -̂-------K (x)— — ----- --—  p —   Qi (x, p) = 0,dx dx2 3 dx d p

(1)

where f ( x , p ) is the coordinate- and momentum-dependent 
distribution function; ui is the velocity of inflowing matter 
(u1 >  u2 >  u3 ); K i(x) is the diffusion coefficient; and
Q i(x , p) = Q i <5(x -  x i)6 (p -  p 0i) is the source term at the posi
tion of each of the two shocks.

Below, we assume flow velocities and diffusion coefficients 
in all three regions to be constant for each region, i.e., u i + ui(x) 
and K i + K i(x) . As discussed above, we consider a stationary 
scenario with f i + f i(t) .

Under these assumptions we are searching for the separable 
solution, f  (x , p) = g (x) h(p) , of Eq. (1), leading to the general 
solution of the form (for i = 1, 2)

f i(x, p) = —A-(p) exp ( - - x )  + B i(p).
ui K i

(2)

Boundary conditions determine whether this separable solu
tion is relevant or not. Below we postulate the physically reason
able boundary conditions:

-  / i(“ , p) = 0;
-  f 1 (x1, p) = f 2 (x1, p) and f 2(x2, p) = f 3(x2, p);
-  Q1(x, p) = [S ]x 1  and Q2 (x, p) = [S L 2 ;
-  f 3 (- “ , p) < “ .
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the a  parameters on the diffusion coefficient of 
the inter-shock region k2 (green line: ai, red line: a2).

Here, S i(x, p) = - 4 n p f p d p  + K d f j  is the differential par

ticle flux and [S]x. = S i (x ,p ) |x>xi - S i (x ,p ) |x<x. represents the 
difference between fluxes on both sides of the shock.

Above we have applied the continuity requirement for parti
cle distribution functions and differential particle fluxes, where 
Q2 represents the preexisting (fossil) mildly relativistic electrons 
injected for re-acceleration when the merger shock crosses their 
location on its way to approach the accretion shock.

Using the above conditions, first we reduce the problem of 
finding six functions A i(p), Bi(p) into the coupled system of two 
first-order differential equations for A1(p), A2(p), B2(p), B3(p) 
(because A3(p) = 0 = B1(p)). Thus, we are finally able to obtain 
the ultimate second-order decoupled equation for either A1(p) or 
A2(p) which has the form of a linear Euler-type equation. The 
eliminated remaining functions can easily be calculated after 
solving the latter equation. The general form of a solution for 
any of these functions has the form

Bi(p), Ai(p) = Ci1 • p a1 + Ci2 • p a2, (3)

where negative spectral indices a 12 are very complicated alge
braic functions of many parameters (x1 , k 2, m2, r1 and r2). The 
expression for a 1,2 is presented below.

(4)

3 1 + l\ • exp (k2 xi)
a1,2 2 exp(k2 x1) -  1

J e x p  (k2 x1) • (exp (k2 x1) + 2) • (l22 + l3) + 1
± —----------------------------------------------------------  , (4

exp(k2 x1) -  1

where k2 is given below after Eq. (5) and 

r1(1 -  2r2) + r2
11 = --------------------- ,
1 (r 1 -  1)(r2 -  1 )’

r 1 -  r2
12 =  ,
2 (r 1 -  1)(r2 -  1)’

l3 = r1 + r2-----
3 (r 1 -  1)(r2 -  1)

A typical functional behavior of these indexes is shown in
Fig. 2 .

Below we restrict our concern to region 2, where particles 
can potentially participate in acceleration in both shocks. Once

the solution of the Euler-type equation for A2 is found and B2 
is immediately calculated, one can find the expression for the 
distribution function / 2(x, p) in the inter-shock region, which is 
given below:

f 2( x , p ) =  7-  
k1

exp [(72 -  71)x1 -  72x] n | —
3r 1 / k2

n

where

exp (71 x1)  f  + 3  |(r1 -  1) (5)

7i = Mi /Ki,
f  = p a1 (C1 -  G) + p a2(C2 + H), 
n = a 1 p a1(C1 -  G) + a 2p a2(C2 + H),

C 1 and C2 are two arbitrary constants,

G =
exp71 x1 p 0(1+a1)(3 Q2r2 + Q1(3r2 exp72x1))

K114 ^ (ex p 72 x1 +2)(l2 + l3) 

a 1(exp72x1 - 1)(r2 -  1)

+ 1

H =

l4 =

k 1 l4 ^(ex p 72 x1 +2)(l2 + l3) + 1 

exp71 x1 p - (1+a2)(3 Q2r2 + Q1(3r2 exp72x1)) 

k 1 l4 ^ (ex p 72 x1 +2)(l2 + l3) + 1 

+ a 1(exp72x1 - 1)(r2 -  1)

K1 l ^ ( e x p 72 x1 +2)(l2 + l3) + 1 

(r 1 -  1)(r2 -  2)

The main purpose of this section is to infer information con
cerning the structure of the solution and to highlight its depen
dence on important physical parameters. As seen in Eqs. (3)- (5), 
the distribution function is expressed as a combination of two 
power-law functions whose indexes a, depend on the compres
sion r  of both shocks and the dimensionless parameter u2x1 / k 2 
(which we comment on below). However, in the case of the com
bined action of the two shocks, the general shape of / 2(x, p) is 
also modeled by the additional parameter of relative injection 
Q2/Q 1. Therefore, in addition to compression, injection explic
itly affects the form of the particle distribution as well, and the 
spectrum of particles and their synchrotron emission will inherit 
these influences. Therefore, the interpretation of possible spec
tral distortions, in particular those found in the lower energy 
range, should be more distinct and unambiguous in this area 
because of the lack of significant radiative losses.

In this article, we limit ourselves by analyzing the distribu
tion function of particles as a function of x and p. Also, we 
reveal the impact on its profile made by dimensionless param
eters r 1 , r2, k 2/ k 1 , Q2/Q 1 , and m2x 1 / k 2.

The latter parameter affects the distribution function not only 
through the coefficients in the combination of two power laws 
but also by the ai spectral indexes. It is worth noting that the 
numerical values of u2x1 / k 2 = L/fi2, which is equal to the 
ratio of shock distance over diffusion length. This introduces, on 
the other hand, a constraint on the permissible k 2 value, which 
ensures a negative value of a 1 (a 2 is always negative). The 
expected negative values of both a* are the result of an asymp
totic solution in the case of large x1. In order to regain, in the 
extrapolation process, the appropriate power-law behavior the 
shocks must be sufficiently separated, that is, in the case of two

+

+
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independent acceleration processes, one has to obtain power-law 
spectra k p ai, where a t < 0. It can be shown that for x1 > 10kpc 
and for realistic values of k2 < 1031cm2 s- 1, a 1 is negative, 
which results from the fact that the factor ek2X1 = eU2X1/K2 »  1 in 
Eq. (4). This in turn is equivalent to k2/u 2 < x1 = L, and there
fore equivalent to the condition of the possible acceleration by 
both shocks. In other words, depending on the distance between 
the shocks and the value of k2, a certain number of particles 
can reach the accretion shock, and so both shocks take part in 
the acceleration processes. We take the value of the inter-shock 
region width so that an actual double shock system is modeled: 
if the distance is too great, there is no way the particles can inter
act with the two shock waves, which simply leads to two separate 
shock accelerations; if x 1 is too small, it is as if only one single 
shock was operating as accelerator. As a consequence, this can 
introduce a distortion from a pure power law to a distribution 
function and subsequently to the electron spectrum.

Fig. 3. Dependence of the distribution function of the inter-shock region 
f2(x,p) at X1 = 10kpc, for Q2/Q x = 1, 1.3 , 2, 4, 20, 2 x 106 on CR 
momentum.

3. Results

In this section we discuss the results obtained on the basis of our 
model. Among the three regions appearing in the double-shock 
model, the inter-shock region is the most interesting: in between 
two shocks we expect a higher level of turbulence, situated in a 
collapsing trap of the inter-shock region (see Hietala et al. 2011).

From the theoretical model described in Sect. 2 , we obtain 
a complicated distribution function f  (x, p) depending on many 
parameters (distance between two shocks, compression ratios, 
spatial diffusion coefficients, injection values, etc.). Due to the 
number of parameters that are to be fit, we introduce addi
tional assumptions. As the accretion shock is supposed to be 
stronger than the merger shock (as shown in Hong et al. 2015), 
here we assume r2/ r 1 < 1. In particular, we present the case 
r 1 = 4 and r2 = 1.5. Based on the assumptions from Hong et al. 
(2015), we take the velocity of the upstream flux to be equal to 
u2 «  106 m s- 1. We take diffusion coefficients so that k1 > k2 
(due to the increased level of turbulence in region 2) and the 
source term Q2/Q 1 »  1, because the injection of the inter
nal region is expected to be much stronger due to the fact that 
any nonthermal sources inside the system of merging clusters 
can provide an additional population of mildly relativistic parti
cles (e.g., AGNs). It is important to note that the spectrum we 
expect to see from our analysis is not a power-law ‘straight’ line 
predicted by DSA, but a bent spectrum, signs of which can be 
seen both in the observations (see, e.g., Fig. 10 in Basu et al. 
2016) and in the results of simulations (Nakanotani et al. 2018). 
At high frequencies, such an effect may be explained by the 
influence of the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect (Basu et al. 2016) plus 
losses and the acceleration processes themselves (e.g., Shock 
Drift Acceleration mechanism, see Matsukiyo et al. 2011) on the 
spectrum. Here, we focus on lower frequency spectral peculiar
ities. One of the reasons for such peculiarities at low frequen
cies may be an impact of the accretion shock wave. Below we 
show the way in which each parameter influences this devia
tion. We expect the concave spectrum when fitting the param
eters Q1, Q2, k1 , k2 and x1.

Below we quantify or discuss values of Kt, ut, and Qt. Here 
a t = a ( r t, ut,k2); i = 1,2. Spectral indexes are given by Eq. (4), 
a 2 is always negative for any reasonable values of r 1, r2, u1 ,k2 
whilst a 1 is negative at particular x1 only at a chosen range of 
k2. We take x1 > 10kpc, and in our choice of very small x1 
we are mostly governed by our interest to consider a system of 
two shocks shortly before their collision (for a post-collision sce
nario, see Zhang et al. 2020a,b).

As we consider the inter-shock region to encompass the most 
interesting physical processes among the other regions, it is the 
f 2(x, p) part of the distribution function that we concentrate on. 
For simplicity, by default we set C1 = C2 = 0 in cases where no 
other values of Ct are being discussed. Below, we discuss each 
parameter in turn, thus dividing our analysis into a number of 
sections.

3.1. Source term

At closer distances to the galaxy cluster center we assume an 
additional contribution of particle populations from inside the 
galaxy cluster (e.g., AGNs). For this reason, the expected rela
tion between the source terms is Q2 /Q 1 > 1. Figure 3 shows 
that the distribution function f 2(x, p) shows a significant depen
dence on the momentum when Q2 /Q 1 »  1. As an example, here 
we compare a particular distribution function f 2(x, p) for several 
values of the ratio Q2 /Q 1 covering the different values of ne,2. 
The series of curves show the whole range of injection param
eter Q2 starting from the values characterizing supra-thermal 
electrons where particle density in a typical ICM environment 
for different shock locations is equal to ngas,1 ~ 10- 5 cm- 3, up 
to ngas,2 ~ 10- 2 cm- 3 (thus injected neth,t fractions are smaller 
by about 104 times; see, e.g., Ksenofontov & Berezhko 2018). 
While for mildly relativistic fossil plasma we expect much more 
efficient injection resulting in an electron number density of 
ne2 = nerel,2 ~ 10- 4 cm- 3. It is interesting to mention that in 
cases where Q2/Q 1 < 4, at low energies the shape of the curve 
may change from concave to convex.

3.2. Diffusion coefficient

We set diffusion coefficients as constant throughout the corre
sponding regions. In this section, two types of plot are shown: 
f 2(x, p) function with respect to k1 and k2 (see Fig. 4). The values 
of diffusion coefficients Kt are adopted according to the scaling 
formula (see, e.g., Berezinsky et al. 1997) which for the parti
cles with y  k  104 and for the decreasing intergalactic magnetic 
field with x1 down to the order of B ~ 1 nG, one can estimate the 
value of k1 ~ 3 x 1030 cm2 s- 1 and take the slightly lower value 
for k2.

As we consider an inter-shock region as a collapsing trap, 
the inequality k1 > k2 should be fulfilled. Here, the k1 ~ k2 
curve has a different shape from k1 /k2 > 3.5 curves (which we 
represent in bold in Fig. 4). The relation k1 /k2 k  3.2 shows the
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Fig. 5. Dependence of the distribution function on the CR momentum 
for different values of compression r2 at the position of the second 
shock, r1 = 4.

Fig. 4. Dependence of the distribution function on the CR momentum 
for different diffusion coefficients. Top panel: as a function of varying 
diffusion coefficient of the inter-shock region. Bottom, panel: as a func
tion of varying diffusion coefficient of the absolute upstream. We note 
the dashed (“saturation”) curve.

Fig. 6. Dependence of the distribution function on the CR momentum 
for different values of compression, r1 and r2, at the position of the 
second shock at 200 kpc.

most pronounced concave shape. Moreover, the greater the value 
of x1, the larger the distance between the spectral curves with 
respect to k 1. Here, f 2(x, p) is approximately of the same order 
as where there is a small distance between the two shocks.

It must also be noted that variation of k 1 reveals the exis
tence of a limiting (“saturation”) curve of inter-shock distribu
tion function f 2(x, p). In the case of very small x1, which is of the 
order of 10 kpc, the saturation curve occurs at k 1 = 1028 m2 s-1 
which constrains the k1 coefficient range to 10265 m2 s-1 to 
1028 m2 s-1 at k2 = 1026 m2 s-1 (Fig. 4 , lower panel).

In order to understand all the effects manifesting in Fig. 4 it 
is important to note that we have taken a relatively large value of 
k2 here, which nevertheless still enables acceleration with partic
ipation of both shocks. For this chosen value of k2, the displayed 
saturation effect with respect to k1 reveals the physical upper 
limit for particle acceleration. This means that for larger values 
of k1 , the particles meet the upper bound to return to shock 1. 
Larger values of k1, which means larger x  (x x B2/(SB)2) in dif
fusion coefficient, means much weaker scattering and thus less 
efficient acceleration. In other words, for these larger values of k1 
we have to take particle escape into account. The increasing gap 
(not shown here) in (efficiency) normalization with shock dis
tance is due to the decreasing number of particles that take part in 
acceleration. Here, diffusion length becomes much smaller than 
the distance that must be reached by particles in order for them 
to be accelerated in both shocks. On the contrary, the thicker 
curve shows that the ‘double’ shock is more efficient at compa

rable and relatively large values of both diffusion coefficients. 
Thus, comparable mean free paths at both sides of shock 1 lead 
to stronger scattering in the whole region, which leads to a flatter 
spectrum and greater acceleration efficiency.

3.3. Position of the probe betw een the two shocks

The particular value of x has almost no influence on the profile 
of the spectrum curve. This means that the position we take in 
the range of x 1 > x > 0 has very little or no influence on the 
spectrum.

3.4. Compression

Dependence of f 2(x, p) on compression in the inter-shock region 
r2 always reveals an expected bent behavior at r2 < 2 (Fig. 5). 
Here we set r1 = 4. It is interesting that in the case of r2 = 1.25, 
the curve has a deeper bending than those with greater values of 
compression. Increasing the x 1 distance up to 200 kpc leads to a 
visibly different behavior of the distribution function (see Fig. 6) 
with a convex spectrum peculiarity. As for the case of the equal 
compressions, r 1 = r2 = 1.25,1.5,1.75, the curve corresponding 
to r 1 = r2 = 1.25 is steeper than the others (Fig. 7).

Overall, we come to the conclusion that a finite number of 
variables, such as diffusion coefficients in the absolute upstream 
and inter-shock regions as well as the injection terms in the same 
regions, play an ultimate role in the formation of the disturbed 
spectrum of CRe observed at 200-300 MHz.
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Fig. 7. Dependence of the distribution function on the CR momentum 
for r 1 = r2 = r compression at the position of the second shock at 
200 kpc.

4. Summary

Diffuse synchrotron emission radiating from many astrophysical 
objects sometimes reveals a spectral deviation from a power-law 
spectrum and we believe that the mechanism behind the repre
sentation of this phenomenon should rely on Fermi I acceler
ation. In the present paper, we concentrate on radio relics, as 
such objects seem to be a straightforward example of the Fermi I 
mechanism.

In the current study, we consider a magnetic field strength 
in a cluster ICM of around 1 ^G  (see, e.g., Sect. 4 in 
van Weeren et al. 2019). In terms of such an assumption, the 
emission seen at a few hundred MHz is produced by electrons 
with energies of a few GeV. We believe that any additional fea
tures manifested in the shape of the radio emission spectrum are 
a reflection of the variation in the momentum slope of the elec
tron spectrum.

The deviations in the flux of radio emission may happen at 
a different frequency range. For instance, observations of the 
Toothbrush and Sausage relics show a clear deviation from a 
power law observed in the form of a concave shape at low 
frequencies of around 200-300 MHz, while at slightly higher 
frequencies of 1-1.3 GHz the observations show a bumpy pecu
liarity (see, e.g., Fig. 10 in Basu et al. 2016). The high-frequency 
spectral steepening in the Sausage and Toothbrush relics may be 
mainly attributed to losses and could also be contaminated by 
the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect (Basu et al. 2016). Conversely, we 
focus on subtle deviations at about 200-300 MHz, which to the 
best of our knowledge have not yet been discussed in literature. 
We suppose that at the position of a radio relic such a feature 
is produced by the presence of two shocks. Nakanotani et al. 
(2018) present simulations that support our consideration. We 
believe that the deviation at low frequencies of ~ 200-300 MHz 
should mirror the same kind of deviation seen in the electron 
spectrum. Moreover, we do not expect great losses at the dis
cussed energies: as shown by Kang et al. (2017a), the losses 
there can be neglected for a field of ~1 ^G  for low-energy 
electrons. The concept of two shocks also shows promise for 
explaining the Mach number and other discrepancies (see, e.g., 
Ogrean et al. 2013; van Weeren et al. 2016). Nevertheless, the 
more far-reaching motive to examine this is to make the DSA 
model conclusive at low frequencies. We believe that as a conse
quence, such consideration of the low- and high-frequency parts 
of the spectrum may allow the whole radio emission distribution 
to be properly and consistently described.

In the present paper we study a distribution function of elec
trons and speculate that the characteristics of its shape could be 
imprinted in the detected radio spectrum. We analyze the exis
tence of both bumpy or concave features in the model of a dou
ble shock wave. Also, we presume that for the two shocks con
sidered in our model (a weaker merger shock and a stronger 
accretion shock) the origin of injection may differ. We assume 
that a (internal) merger shock has an additional injection of 
a CR population from the galaxy cluster volume (AGN influ
ence), while the (outer) accretion shock receives injected parti
cles from the inflow of matter from outside the galaxy cluster. 
The double shock-wave system suggests the existence of three 
regions: an absolute upstream region (upstream for accretion 
shock), an inter-shock region (which is downstream from the 
accretion and upstream from the merger shock), and an absolute 
downstream region (downstream from the merger shock, instead 
of upstream and downstream as in the case of one single shock). 
We expect a higher level of turbulence of the CRs in the inter
shock medium, which means that this region roughly overlaps 
the relic. The increased turbulence makes this region a kind of 
collapsing trap (Hietala et al. 2011) in which the rate of acceler
ation increases with decreasing distance between the shocks. As 
the inner merger shock approaches the outer accretion shock, the 
distance between them decreases making the inter-shock region 
narrower. According to Hietala et al. (2011), if the second adia
batic invariant remains constant, the parallel momentum of par
ticles trapped between the shocks should increase, increasing the 
acceleration rate. We believe that, at each region, mechanisms of 
deviation from the power law are due to different phenomena.

In the present paper we show that the inter-shock region 
width of about the width of a relic reveals an expected con
cave spectrum peculiarity, while the increasing distance leads 
to the appearance of a convex curve. We consider a solution in 
terms of a transport equation with initial conditions that involve 
a population of fossil electrons, expressing continuity of both the 
differential particle flux S (x, p) and the electron distribution 
function /(x , p) at the positions of the two shocks. In other 
words, we state that the distribution function or particle flux 
on both sides of each contact discontinuity are equal to each 
other, whilst the distribution function far from the galaxy cluster 
/(rc>, p) is equal to zero and the distribution function close to the 
cluster center / ( - ^ ,  p) may be of any finite value. In addition 
to the above-stated consideration, we use a nonstandard repre
sentation of the matching conditions representing the flux. This 
expresses the concept that the additional injection to the system 
is effectuated in the case where a weak (merger) shock meets fos
sil populations of electrons on its way to approaching the accre
tion shock. We believe that even if a weak shock is not visible, it 
may ignite fossil electrons unevenly distributed in the vicinity of 
the accretion shock. However, for a bent spectrum to be revealed, 
both shocks need to be sufficiently close (as we show, down to a 
distance comparable to the width of a relic). As Q1 and Q2 are 
the terms that represent the injection process, the dimensionless 

Q2
relation —  should be of major importance due to the additional

injection of fossil electrons to the supra-thermal part.
We find that the disturbed shape of the spectrum in the inter

shock region mostly depends on the following parameters:

-  The ratio of injection. The effect of distortion of the electron 
spectrum can easily be seen at large ratios of source terms 
Q2—  x  106; this conclusion coincides with our expectations as 
Q 1
to the importance of the source terms on the spectrum profile.
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We consider the difference between Q1 and Q2 to be the main 
contributor to spectral deviation at 200-300 MHz.

-  Diffusion coefficients of absolute upstream and inter-shock. 
Although we consider a rather simplistic model in which 
diffusion coefficients do not depend on energy, even in this 
case we obtain a distorted spectrum. We see that the influ
ence of k  is very important anyway and conclude that 
the energy dependence on the diffusion coefficient may be 
neglected for our current purposes. Different ratios of the 
absolute upstream k1 and inter-shock k2 diffusion coeffi
cients produce a different behavior of electron spectrum. The 
spectrum closest to that observed in Basu et al. (2016) and
Nakanotani et al. (2018) is obtained at — ~ 3.2.

K2
-  Values of compression and distance between the shocks. 

Though not as important as injection and diffusion coeffi
cient ratios, and in addition to the distance between the two 
shocks, the compression also shows an obvious impact on the 
profile of the CRe spectrum. At inter-shock distances of the 
order of several tens of kiloparsecs, both at low and strong 
compression, a convex spectrum peculiarity is observed, 
while distances of the order of the width of the relic reveal a 
concave shape. Moreover, spectra corresponding to smaller 
values of compression are found to be steeper.

As expected, the position of the probe between the two shocks 
has almost no influence on the profile of the spectrum curve. 
For this reason, and for the reasons outlined above, we interpret 
our results as suggesting that the physics behind the injection 
leads to a much more pronounced effect than the variability in 
the shock properties.

Our results also appear to suggest that the described dis
crepancy may be due to the presence of more than one cotem
poral discontinuity. As various authors show, the presence of 
spectral deviations in the Toothbrush and Sausage relics sug
gest that expansion of DSA theory at low energies is needed. We 
believe that a double-shock model introduces a fresh approach 
to the problem. In fact, our model that represents a linear 
double-shock wave with particles in the inter-shock region that 
“feel” the presence of both waves, is similar to a single non
linear shock with a concave power-law spectrum (e.g., Fig. 1 
in Amato & Blasi 2006). We assume that an offset of 1-arcmin 
(which corresponds to 217 kpc in the redshift of the Toothbrush 
cluster) between the position of the merger and the unseen accre
tion shocks in radio and X-ray bands described in Ogrean et al. 
(2013) is a good illustration of a double-shock model. Another 
argument in favor of a double-shock model may be the exis
tence of a confusing discrepancy between the Mach number 
derived from the spectral index and the one estimated from X- 
ray observations. Kang et al. (2017b) note that a possible expla
nation to this could lie in the fact that a radio relic may con
sist of multiple shocks with different strengths. Namely, they 
state that X-ray observations tend to pick up the parts of shocks 
with lower Mach numbers and higher kinetic energy flux, while 
radio emissions come preferentially from the parts of the shocks 
with higher Mach numbers and higher CR production. Various 
authors (Hoang e tal. 2017; Skillman et al. 2008; V azzaetal.

2009) suppose that the merger shocks responsible for radio relics 
in galaxy clusters (in LSS formation simulations of the Universe) 
consist of multiple shocks with different Mach numbers.
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